
YORKSHIRE HEALTH CAMPAIGNS TOGETHER NETWORK MEETING 10.11.17:        1.30-3.30pm  

1. Resisting the Outsourcing of Facilities staff at Airedale Hospital  and increasingly across Yorkshire  .    report 
from Mi and N 

In July Airedale Hospital indicated that they wanted to set up a company and outsource facilities staff  ( VAT regs give 
outsourcing a financial advantage ) . Unison have been petitioning against the plan for the last three or four weeks and 
the petition is  now on 38 Degrees. Mike gave thanks to Airedale and other campaigners who helped with stall/ 
petitions  in Keighley on 21st October. They had 3,000 signatures to take to the Hospital Board mtg on 25th October but 
the Board decided to go ahead. They want to transfer all staff by June 18 and have  indicated that if this company fails 
it could be sold! Unison is now holding meetings with affected members to see what they want/ are prepared to do to 
before planning the next steps and are currently optimistic that staff will be prepared to take action.  
Barnsley have caved in, probably because they were offered a “lifelong” TUPE deal ! The trade unions are seeking a 
legal opinion on the notion of lifelong TUPE.  Mike believes that that Unison in Barnsley are also lodging a failure to 
consult complaint. Gateshead seems to have caved because offered a pay rise.  The outsourcing is creeping rapidly 
across the whole of Yorkshire.  G said that Stacey Booth ( GMB) mentioned that she is meeting with Unite and Unison 
re the York plan in the next two weeks.  
N noted that the West Yorkshire Association of Acute Trusts has developed a wholly owned subsidiary ( Special 
Purpose Vehicle or SPV ) which is  pitching its business case to all the trusts  ( WYATT  describes itself as  an 
innovative collaborative which brings together NHS trusts delivering acute hospital services from across West  
Yorkshire and Harrogate to drive forward the best possible care for our patients. “ Our vision is to create a region-
wide efficient and sustainable healthcare system that embraces the latest thinking and best practice so we can 
consistently deliver the highest quality of care and outcomes for our patients “ ! 
Co noted that Calderdale and Huddersfield NHS Trust are talking of bringing back into the Trust services that were 
already outsourced but what they actually mean is channelling them into a SPV not back into the NHS. 

VAT regs are still a major driver/ incentive to set up SPVs and a letter has been sent to the Department of Health by the 
trade unions  raising queries re VAT.  Viv suggested using 38 degrees to lobby to change the VAT rules.    
John Grogan, Keighley MP has supported opposition to the plans in Airedale, raised the issue in the House of 
Commons and spoken to a Minister re the VAT regs.  He is also trying to get a group of Yorkshire MPs to lobby 
together. Andrea Leadsome, Leader of the Commons said the plan needs a re-think . G said that the Chair of Airedale 
NHS Foundation who pushed through the plan has since resigned but has been replaced by someone with lots of 
commercial experience. 

2. Breaking the Pay Cap ( also led by Mi and N  ) 

N explained that there are several  trade union campaigns  re pay :  PAY MAX campaign about proper banding and 
PAY UP NOW re the cap.  She went to a heads of health meeting and is expecting there to be a ballot for action if no 
progress. Mi said that there is an appetite for joint action between different sectors but it is complicated trying to 
synchronise , not least because they have different pay dates. Ni suggested doing a postcard like the RCN’s Scrap the 
Cap which generated lots of support. 

3. Updates from Local Groups 

Barnsley 
P D  thanked campaign groups from across Yorkshire for turning out on the recent march  and the trade unions locally 
for financial support. He said that they had hoped for a better turn out from Barnsley/ south Yorks.  Other people felt 
that it had been a very worthwhile event with great spirit, lots of chanting, banners and placard to catch public attention 
and excellent organisation on the ground . The lorry with the screen was great,  speakers were good and it was positive 
to have video  contributions from Barnsley Labour MPs, Dan Jarvis and Stephanie Peacock . It was also good to have a 
networking venue afterwards. Press coverage wasn’t great but TV OK.
No is leading on challenging the rapid development of an Accountable Care Organisation with no legal framework and 
no public consultation. P said it isn’t easy as there is a confusing collection of organisations, meetings and people 
changing roles. The Barnsley group is also seeking support from the Labour Party and trying to build a South Yorkshire 
and Bassetlaw group/ network.

   



Sheffield 
D  said that the group has had a resurgence because the Local Urgent Care Review has suggested shutting a minor 
injuries/ walk in centre. They have been leafletting and getting people to sign a petition and plan to protest at the next 
CCG meeting  on 23rd November. 

Calderdale/ Kirklees 
J  from 999 Call for the NHS said that they have done a report to the Independent Review Panel re the Calderdale/ 
Kirklees Hospital reconfiguration plans. The Panel has responded by saying that so far Jeremy Hunt hasn’t 
commissioned them to carry out a review. They are trying to gather national experience of the IR Panel and also 
lobbying councillors and MPs. 
Co has arranged a meeting with MPs Holly Lynch and Thelma Walker re the Independent Review. He also went to a 
BMA meeting with MP Craig Whittaker who had tried to clarify what the Calderdale and Huddersfield Trust meant by 
derogation and understands it can include decreasing room size (  bunk beds on wards next ?)  Calderdale have cut 
capacity in the eye clinic by 30%. 
C  from Dewsbury said they have lobbied Paula Sherif about the Independent Review Board. 
999 are also spreading the word about  private concerns like Babylon offering GP services on line and “Deep Mind” 
data management services.   
They haven’t had a response from the West Yorks and Harrogate Scrutiny Committee  to their lobby and petition 6 
weeks ago pressing them to meet to scrutinise the STP. Co raised it with Calderdale H&W Board and they have written 
to Joint Scrutiny 

Airedale 
G said that they have monthly 38 Degrees meetings attended by about 12 people but have 150 on the mailing list and 
try to engage with the public. Viv said the planned outsourcing at Airedale is drawing more people in. 
She also mentioned that Modality Partnerships are taking over 6 GP practices across the Airedale, Wharfedale and 
Craven area , offering centralised management, finance , payroll etc to deliver the 5 year forward view . 

Harrogate 
H said that opposition in Harrogate is livening up, spurred by the building of a new mental health ward being put on 
hold because of a lack of funding. 

Leeds 
Ni noted we have a new postcard with Xmas robin on front and winter crisis warning on back.  Other groups are 
welcome to have some although Leeds KONP logo is on the back. It does mention the Northern HCT Conference. We 
are planning to protest about NHS funding on budget day and have organised our Xmas BIG SING : NO RETURN TO 
PRE-WAR DAYS , for Thursday 14th December 5.30-6.30/7 on Dortmund Square just off the Headrow. Anyone very 
welcome to join us  in something resembling  pre-war or Victorian dress ie anything that looks a bit “olden day “ ! .  

Huddersfield  
Mi said that 3 medical wards have been earmarked for closure at Huddersfield Royal Infirmary.   Hands of HRI  are 
lobbying Health  Scrutiny, councillors  et al. and organising a large but  quiet, “Hands Round Our Hospital”  protest on 
Saturday 2nd December, starting at 11.30  on the playing fields above the Esso Garage on New Hey Road (just above 
Lindley roundabout), where there will be speeches before everyone walks to the hospital. . 

Bradford 
X said people continue to try to unseat Conservative MP Philp Davies.  Bradford Trust have had discussions with 
Airedale. A feels in a difficult position as a campaigner who is also an elected Governor of one of the Bradford NHS 
Trusts. 

4. National Judicial Reviews 
 
J  clarified that 999 Call for the NHS’s judicial review is against NHS England. It argues that the ACO contract they 
published in August is unlawful as it   does not link payment to the number of patients treated and/or the complexity of 
the medical treatment provided, as required by the 2012 Health and Social Care Act, but is based on a fixed budget for 
an area’s population.” which  will seriously damage patients’ interests”.  999 have now raised the £20,000 they needed 
to go to the first stage but will need more funds later.  They have sent papers to NHS England who should respond by 
next week. They can then proceed with the first stage of the JR. 
Co, who is one of the parties  with Allyson Pollock to another  Judicial Review said their JR  seeks to stop  Jeremy 
Hunt and NHS England from passing secondary legislation to enable the introduction of ACOs without proper public 
consultation and without full parliamentary scrutiny. They have also raised sufficient funds ( through crowd justice 
funding)  to proceed to the first stage. 

https://www.theguardian.com/society/health


5. Patients Not Passports Campaign   

G noted that “Docs not Cops” (www.docsnotcops.co.uk) and “One day without Us” migrants organisation 
(http://1daywithoutus.org/ ) are working together on  a “#Patients not Passports” campaign and a day of action on 
February 17th.  This is in response to the introduction by NHS England on Oct. 23rd    of passport checks for all patients 
accessing most secondary (non-emergency) care.  Docs not Cops are trying to get fliers and posters put up in surgeries, 
hospitals etc. saying they will not be asking for passports. Resources can be downloaded from their website.  
We can also raise the issue at Patient Participation groups, look out for people being asked to bring passports and other 
ID to hospital appointments,  lodge objections, contact the press etc.  
6. Northern Health Campaigns Together Conference Sat.  January 20th at St. George’s Centre, Leeds LS1 3BR
A number of people attended the national health Campaigns Together Conference in London on November 4th. There 
were over 300 people there in fighting form and some excellent speeches and interesting workshops but quite a few of 
the workshops were rather large and cumbersome.  One workshop on Social Care agreed they should be a working 
group within HCT on social care.    
M explained that he had gained approval from national HCT to sponsor or at least give significant financial support for 
us to organise a Northern Conference ( not just Yorkshire) M, G & J  have put together a programme and circulated the 
early warning notice prepared for the national Conference. Final flier to be produced after today’s meeting.  Groups 
will be encouraged to bring stalls. Aiming to keep well focused and sharpen tools.
 
J  suggested that we try to get more women to speak and that the campaign groups session in the morning should try to 
identify a set of common themes and keep action oriented.  D  suggested 11.30 too late a start. People thought we 
should keep speeches shorter in the morning. Also that it would be good to have film clips as well as the photo loop we 
had at last year’s Yorkshire HCT Conference if possible and maybe a board with samples of other people’s leaflets as 
well as the stalls.  All suggestions to be taken on board.

7. Winter Crisis 

Ni suggested that we need to highlight potential chaos in our hospitals this winter as the underfunding crisis is 
exacerbated by flu. Apart from the budget he thinks there will be an announcement refunding for “winter pressures” 
around 1st December , which might provide an opportunity for a media response, press releases etc as well as protests. 

8. NHS birthday July 5th celebration / protest. 
Leeds KONP are proposing that we try to shift the annual Yorkshire HCT demo from around 1st April (Anniversary of 
the H&SC Act ) to NHS  birthday week , ideally 30th June. If there was enthusiasm at the Jan HCT Conference it could 
even be a Northern event, not just Yorkshire. This would make sure that the birthday provides an occasion to draw 
attention to the dismantling of the NHS and retains a strong protest element as well as being a celebration of our NHS 
and staff.  Otherwise there is a risk that the official bodies will use it to proclaim their allegiance to the NHS and make 
it a happy clappy event that usefully (for them) draws a veil over what is really happening. 

M said that there are discussions taking place in the People’s Assembly re having an NHS march on 3rd March, similar 
to last year’s and Unite and Unison  are suggesting having a march for the NHS in London in birthday week, probably 
on  Saturday 7th July. Thence ensued a lively discussion around national v regional demos with some comments on the 
role of the People’s Assembly thrown in. The net outcome seemed to be general support for focusing on a regional 
demo in Leeds on 30th June and trying to max participation from people who wouldn’t go to London. We thought that 
we could still drum up support for a national demo the following week, particularly if transport is cheap or free. 
However we agreed that it would be useful to consult with the key trade unions in our region to see if they would feel 
able to get people out on both 30th June and 7th July should there be a national demo that week.  

C  is organising an NHS birthday poetry competition, with a view to publication of winning poems and brought packs 
which she asked people to put in their local libraries or wherever else they might attract interest.  G noted that Leeds 
was also wondering if we could put on a massive choirs event in somewhere grand like Leeds Town Hall.   

DATE OF NEXT MEETING : FRIDAY 9th FEB. 1.30 – 3.30 
at Unison’s  regional office, Wade Lane, Leeds,  LS2 8NJ  
 

http://1daywithoutus.org/
http://www.docsnotcops.co.uk/



